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G-kit Bonanza 250W
This mini grow box guarantees years of hassle free growing.
The ready to go G-Kit Bonanza 250 is suitable for beginner and
professional grower. All you need to get started is the Bonanza grow
box plus pots, soil and fertilizer; whether your growing medium is
soil or hydroponics.
The cabinet body is made of aluminum profiles, plastic insert
connectors and 8mm MDF panels. The sliding doors give ample
access to the cabinet without needing extra space to open. The mini
grow box G-Kit Bonanza 250 includes lighting and ventilation
system (with odor filter). The system is composed of sustainable
high quality products.
The 250 Watt ETI ballast together with the Powerlux reflector
generates the ideal lighting, which is safely switched on and off by
a G-tools relay-timer box. Heat is being extracted and filtered by the
Winflex 125 fan and PK carbon filter. Fresh air is drawn in through
2 light tight G-tools air inlets.
It can be place anywhere in your house, thanks to its attractive
exterior and its quietness.
Notice:
This product will take 14-21days to arrive.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/growshop/grow-tents/g-kit-bonanza-250w.html

Attributes
Category
Sub category
Brand

Grow Tents
Growth tents & chambers
G-Tools

Specifications
Size
Lumination
Ventilator
Filter
Ballast

176x61x61cm
250watt HPS / CAP reflector
Winflex 185M3 per hour, including
silencer.
Prima Klima K2600 240M3
ETI 250W.
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Lamp

250 Watt Sunmaster Dual Spectrum
with Powerlux reflector.
Legrand Omnirex
1 year on all technical parts

Timer
Warranty

Price table
Product label
complete - black
complete - zebrano
empty - black
empty - Zebrano

Product code
GGB250CB
GGB250CZ
GGB250EB
GGB250EZ

Price exc.
454,55 euro
454,55 euro
289,26 euro
289,26 euro

Vat
21.0 %
21.0 %
21.0 %
21.0 %
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Price inc.
550,00 euro
550,00 euro
350,00 euro
350,00 euro

